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First a disclaimer.

▪ For at least one of the authors (Derek Williams), this represents personal opinions only and 

should not be construed as any sort of official position endorsed by IBM. 

▪ Further, this presentation is not considered IBM Confidential nor is it considered Western 

Digital Confidential. 
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Part I : Defining the issue at hand. 
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The issue at hand.

▪ RISC-V currently has a very stringent (some would say unreasonably burdensome) forward 

progress guarantee for LR/SC that is entirely unique to RISC-V.

▪ One of the RISC-V architects has gone so far as to say the following (Nov 9th, 2018, 

emphasis added*):

“LR/SC is hard to implement but removing the forward-progress guarantee makes it 

effectively useless.” 

*https://github.com/riscv/riscv-isa-manual/issues/264
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The issue at hand, cont’d.

▪ We couldn’t agree more that LR/SC is a challenge to implement well and absolutely 

demands careful and competent implementation.

▪ We vehemently disagree that LR/SC is “effectively useless” without RISC-V’s current 

forward progress guarantee. 

▪ We will argue that RISC-V’s forward progress guarantee is unjustified (so far), needlessly 

complicated to implement, and will inhibit RISC-V’s future implementations (your 

competitors thank you for this). We would therefore like to see the guarantee significantly 

altered, if not outright removed.
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Is LR/SC useless without RISC-V’s “guarantee”? 

▪ The assertion that LR/SC is effectively useless without RISC-V’s “guarantee” contradicts 

25+ years of amassed experience with LR/SC across several architectures.

▪ No other architecture with LR/SC (Alpha*, MIPS, Power, ARM, S-1 AAP) calls for anything 

even remotely as strict as RISC-V’s forward progress “guarantee”.

▪ To pick just one example, on Power the LR/SC forward progress “guarantee” is significantly 

weaker that RISC-V’s, but has somehow supported several generations of enterprise class 

servers over 25+ years, some with coherent thread counts higher that 1024. Hardly 

“effectively useless”.

• *There are those who believe Alpha has a RISC-V like guarantee. We disagree and assert that the record is clear if one

considers the entirety of the Alpha Architecture Manual and the 21164 and 21264 implementation manuals.
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What’s unique about RISC-V? 

▪ There have been many generations of machines over decades: 

– Millions to billions of shipped units/systems. 

– Multiple different Operating Systems and software stacks. 

▪ It’s all seemed to work somehow without the strict RISC-V “guarantee”.

▪ So what changed? 

▪ Why is RISC-V special or unique in this regard? 

▪ Or is it, really?
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Some miscellaneous issues.

▪ Before we look at RISC-V’s guarantee, we’ll first clear out some related side issues:

– The question of “frozen” base specifications.

– The question of LR/SC forward progress for cache-inhibited LR/SC accesses.

– The fact that providing a forward progress “guarantee” on LR/SC cannot be 

accomplished by the ISA alone even if we try.

– The question of whether RISC-V should even have LR/SC at all.
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The base spec is “frozen”…. 

▪ When suggesting that the LR/SC “guarantee” should  be removed or amended, one is often 

confronted with a cry to the effect that the “base spec is frozen” and cannot be changed. 

▪ We ignore this, for now. Changing the base spec merely requires political will and a good 

enough justification.

▪ Also, if the base spec is “wrong”, the last thing you want is for it to be frozen forever. A 

“frozen” spec should never impede correcting a “wrong” choice.

▪ It’s also arguably early for RISC-V to be “freezing” the spec. Errors in other architecture 

specs have taken years (sometimes decades) to find in practice.
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Uncached LR/SC forward progress “guarantees”

▪ We ignore forward progress guarantees for un-cached LR/SC for a number of reasons:

1. We don’t think un-cached LR/SC should be allowed at all. Though, that’s a debate for 

another presentation.

2. RISC-V has already allowed an exception to the forward progress guarantee for un-

cached LR/SC*, rendering the question moot (though we agree that the “guarantee” 

should certainly be dropped for un-cached).

▪ So there has already been some flexibility on RISC-V forward progress “guarantees”.

* In earlier emails in the memory model workgroup, it was suggested that forward progress guarantees on LR/SC would be even harder for un-cached LR/SC. A 

compromise of not requiring forward progress for un-cached LR/SC but leaving it for cacheable was suggested. A change was made to the spec 

(https://github.com/riscv/riscv-isa-manual/commit/242329fd1bf735fd34bcf4b8e26401e4102bcf60) to allow classes of memory regions to not support the forward 

progress guarantee. Andrew Waterman then indicated that the Unix-class platform spec would require the guarantee for cacheable space (not uncached). 
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ISA alone cannot provide LR/SC “guarantees”

▪ The question here is worse than just an ISA level guarantee and the ISA alone cannot settle 

this issue. 

▪ As an example, if the scheduler doesn’t fairly schedule the threads you’re hoping to have 

eventual forward progress for, the ISA’s “guarantee” (even if it has one) is not enough. 

▪ System issues like interrupt rates can come into play. For example, system interrupt 

handlers often have to kill reservations. To say nothing of TLB misses/page migrations. 

▪ Any real guarantee has to address issues like these and others. Many of these are outside 

the scope of an ISA document. 
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Should RISC-V have LR/SC at all?

▪ In various email threads, the question of whether one should have LR/SC at all has come 

up: “Why not just build CAS instead?” some ask.

▪ Likewise, the question of possibly splitting LR/SC into its own, possibly optional, “Z” sub-

category or something of the sort has come up.

▪ We offer no opinion here whatsoever on these questions. 

▪ Here, we assume the choice to have LR/SC has been made. The question of what sort of 

forward progress “guarantee”, if any, LR/SC should have is more than sufficiently 

controversial for one presentation.
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The current RISC-V forward progress “guarantee”:

In the standard A extension, certain constrained LR/SC sequences are guaranteed to succeed eventually.

The static code for the LR/SC sequence plus the code to retry the sequence in case of failure must comprise

at most 16 integer instructions placed sequentially in memory. For the sequence to be guaranteed to

eventually succeed, the dynamic code executed between the LR and SC instructions can only contain other

instructions from the base “I" instruction set, excluding loads, stores, backward jumps or taken backward

branches, JALR, FENCE, FENCE.I, and SYSTEM instructions. The code to retry a failing LR/SC sequence

can contain backward jumps and/or branches to repeat the LR/SC sequence, but otherwise has the same

constraints. The SC must be to the same address and of the same data size as the latest LR executed. The

execution environment can limit the instruction and data memory regions within which forward progress is

guaranteed. LR/SC sequences that do not meet all these constraints might complete on some attempts on

some implementations, but there is no guarantee of eventual success.
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That is a very stringent forward progress guarantee. It requires certain sized and shaped 

LR/SC sequences to pass eventually at every HART in the presence of ANY contention by 

other HARTS with LR/SC pairs and/or other normal stores, system effects such as interrupts, 

OS thread scheduling, or contention for shared resources.

Henceforth, we’ll only consider LR/SC pairs shaped and sized as stated above.



Forward progress justification: another point.

One advantage of CAS is that it guarantees that some hart eventually makes progress, whereas an

LR/SC atomic sequence could livelock indefinitely on some systems. To avoid this concern, we added an

architectural guarantee of forward progress to LR/SC atomic sequences. The restrictions on LR/SC

sequence contents allows an implementation to capture a cache line on the LR and complete the LR/SC

sequence by holding off remote cache interventions for a bounded short time. Interrupts and TLB misses

might cause the reservation to be lost, but eventually the atomic sequence can complete. We restricted

the length of LR/SC sequences to within 64 contiguous instruction bytes in the base ISA to avoid undue

restrictions on instruction cache and TLB size and associativity. Similarly, we disallowed other loads and

stores within the sequences to avoid restrictions on data-cache associativity. The restrictions on

branches and jumps limits the time that can be spent in the sequence. Floating-point operations and

integer multiply/divide were disallowed to simplify the operating system's emulation of these instructions

on implementations lacking appropriate hardware support.
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That’s the justification/explanation given for the current forward progress guarantee. 

There are several debatable points in this. 



Why RISC-V’s particular guarantee?
▪ The RISC-V justification says the following:

“an LR/SC atomic sequence could livelock indefinitely on some systems”

▪ So what? A given LR/SC pair indefinitely failing to make progress isn’t necessarily a 

problem as long as some other competing LR/SC pair succeeds. Most (all?) LR/SC 

architectures allow a thread to be starved if other threads are making progress.

▪ One can imagine different weaker guarantees than RISC-V’s:

– Some thread will make progress, no eventual guarantee across threads.

– In the absence of contention, some thread will make progress, no eventual guarantee…

– …. And so on….. 
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Why RISC-V’s particular guarantee?

▪ So the question that needs to be answered is: 

What programs, if any, REQUIRE the RISC-V eventual LR/SC forward

progress guarantee in order for the program be functionally correct?

▪ Put another way, what example(s) justifies RISC-V’s aggressive guarantee? We’ve asked 

what the examples are. None offered (so far) seem to actually require the current RISC-V 

“guarantee” (which is good since they won’t work on existing architectures either).

▪ We’re looking for examples that are not academic, are not trivial, and can’t reasonably be 

recoded to not require the “guarantee”. Without a justifying use case like this, it’s unclear 

why any effort should go into supporting RISC-V’s current “guarantee”.
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Why RISC-V’s particular guarantee?
▪ We are NOT experts on what software can show a need for here. We really need software 

experts to come forward with concrete examples (if they exist). 

▪ We’ve polled a few experts in the area and they have uniformly come down on the side of 

not having any example that requires RISC-V’s LR/SC “guarantee”. But this was far from 

exhaustive.

▪ We don’t grant the legitimacy of the current RISC-V “guarantee”. Therefore, the question 

isn’t “can you build the current guarantee?” (or even “can you build it ignoring costs?”). 

▪ The real question is why should we have to build to that “guarantee” at all? Without 

justifying examples, we shouldn’t. We look forward to the software experts providing the 

examples (if they can be found).
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Forward progress justification: another point.

One advantage of CAS is that it guarantees that some hart eventually makes progress, whereas an

LR/SC atomic sequence could livelock indefinitely on some systems. To avoid this concern, we added an

architectural guarantee of forward progress to LR/SC atomic sequences. The restrictions on LR/SC

sequence contents allows an implementation to capture a cache line on the LR and complete the LR/SC

sequence by holding off remote cache interventions for a bounded short time. Interrupts and TLB misses

might cause the reservation to be lost, but eventually the atomic sequence can complete. We restricted

the length of LR/SC sequences to within 64 contiguous instruction bytes in the base ISA to avoid undue

restrictions on instruction cache and TLB size and associativity. Similarly, we disallowed other loads and

stores within the sequences to avoid restrictions on data-cache associativity. The restrictions on

branches and jumps limits the time that can be spent in the sequence. Floating-point operations and

integer multiply/divide were disallowed to simplify the operating system's emulation of these instructions

on implementations lacking appropriate hardware support.
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▪ The justification seems to say that CAS only provides a guarantee that “some” HART makes 

progress, not that all HARTs will eventually make progress?

▪ We’ve been led to believe that the only reason LR/SC exists in the RISC-V ISA at all is to 

emulate CAS. If so, why hold LR/SC to a higher standard than is expected of CAS? 

▪ What are we missing here? 



Implementers will revolt and a nightmare….? 
▪ As the burdens involved in implementing this become more apparent in more complex 

systems, we expect designers will simply abandon trying to meet the full guarantee.

▪ Sometimes, they’ll even know they’re doing that…. many times they won’t.

▪ How do you know if you met the guarantee that a thread will “eventually” succeed? 

Eventually can be a really, really, long time. Nothing short of a formal math proof (which 

would need to involve OS scheduler code in this case and system interrupts) will typically 

show that (good luck with that proof).  

▪ The current guarantee is a high bar that is impractical to validate. The nightmare scenario, 

then, is that there actually is some algorithm that truly needs the “guarantee” that’s being 

promised. How will you ever be sure you’ve managed to provide it?
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Impediment to adoption?

▪ Could the LR/SC progress requirement also be an impediment to adoption? 

▪ If you already have a design that supports LR/SC under a weaker regime that is OoO (and 

possibly multi-threaded) that you’d like to leverage to create a RISC-V design, the rework 

required (as we’ll see later) to support RISC-V’s goal is substantial. 

▪ That can easily dissuade the adoption of RISC-V among groups that already have expertise 

implementing LR/SC in other architectures. 

▪ They will see the RISC-V requirement as onerous. 
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Summary so far.
▪ Before we discuss implementation issues, we summarize where we are so far:

– We believe the RISC-V forward progress “guarantee” that requires all threads to 

eventually succeed is overly burdensome.

– Thus far, no examples have been given to show that the stringent “eventual” forward 

progress “guarantee” is actually necessary.

– The “guarantee” will be very hard to validate in any meaningful sense so it’s unlikely 

we’ll ever be sure a H/W implementation delivers it (to say nothing of OS scheduling). 

– We believe the RISC-V forward progress “guarantee” should be weakened to no more 

than what is absolutely required by SW.

▪ In what follows, we will temporarily and mostly assume a magically fair and all-knowing 

software scheduler to simplify the conversation to just the hardware issues. 
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Part II : H/W implementation issues. 
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Conditions for having an LR/SC “guarantee”

▪ In order to meet the RISC-V LR/SC forward progress “guarantee”, an implementation needs  

to meet two basic conditions: 

– Condition 1: Every HART must eventually get to and then be able to execute any given 

LR in the stream of execution on that HART. 

– Condition 2: For an executed LR in a compliant LR/SC pair, there must be a non-

blocking path from that LR to successfully executing the associated SC and updating 

storage.

▪ If both conditions are met, the RISC-V forward progress guarantee will be met. 
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Meeting Condition 1

▪ Meeting condition 1 is mandatory. Condition 1 is a special case of the more general 

condition (call it Condition 0) that any practical implementation has to meet: 

– Condition 0: Every HART must eventually get to and then be able to execute the next 

instruction in the stream of execution for the program. 

▪ Put another way, all threads eventually have to make progress. You can’t starve a thread 

forever. If you don’t meet this basic condition, you have bigger problems than forward 

progress on LR/SC.  

▪ Therefore, we will assume that Condition 1 is somehow met and therefore meeting the 

RISC-V forward progress “guarantee” is just a question of meeting Condition 2.
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The “Type 0” machine:

▪ To illustrate, we’ll assume a simple machine, we’ll call a “Type 0”:

1. Single HART cores with in-order execution.

2. L1 cache that can hold Modified states (i.e stores updated in L1 cache).

3. Non-retrying cache coherence protocol that processes requests (READs or WRITEs) 

one at a time to completion at a single “serialization” point (usually a memory 

controller).

4. LR is treated as a READ op that gets read authority with the line in a “shared” state. 

5. SC is treated as a WRITE op that demands write authority and gets lines “modified”. 

6. We first consider only LR/SC used to atomically update a location, not LR/SC to 

acquire a lock (i.e. the SC will be attempted regardless of the value returned to the 

LR). 
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First attempt: Type 0 machine. Doesn’t work.

▪ Assume a first HART (the one that will succeed) does the LR, gets the line shared, and sets 

up a reservation. 

▪ The next “n” HARTs come along and get the line shared as well and set up their 

reservations.

▪ The first HART then gets the SC through and succeeds. The next “n” HARTs have now 

been “shot down”. 

▪ Nothing prevents the pattern from repeating and the next “n” HARTs from continuously 

getting shot down. At that point they’re starved out and no forward progress for them.
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The first attempt to make it work: Type 1 machine.

▪ A seemingly obvious “fix” for this comes in two parts:

1. Make LR’s gain write ownership of the line. In other words, treat LR’s like STOREs in 

the coherence protocol. That allows LR’s to obtain the cache line in a “modified” state.

2. Once the LR gains the line, the HART holds the cache line for a time interval that will 

allow the HART to execute the conforming LR/SC sequence and update the held 

modified line. The HART releases the line when the SC updates storage. 

▪ We’ll call this a “Type 1” machine. 
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Does a Type 1 machine work?
▪ Does that work? Mostly (but only when the SC is not conditional on the LR’s value: as an 

example, an atomic update).

▪ The first LR will get the line modified and that HART will do its atomic update, release the 

protection after the SC, and hand the line off to the next HART. The next HART will repeat 

the process and so on through all HARTS eventually. 

▪ Since all the LR’s are eventually executed and if condition 2 is met, the conforming SC will 

update storage, we meet the RISC-V progress “guarantee” across all threads. 

▪ But what if there is no SC (i.e. the SC occurring is conditional on the value the LR 

returned)? Does this still work? (hint: no).
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If the SC is conditional, Type 1 can deadlock.
▪ Consider the following lock acquisition pseudo-code:

loop:LR r1, lock // load the lock

CMP R1, locked // is it already locked?

BEQ loop // yep – go try again.

SC r2, X // try to lock it.

BNE loop // go do it again if we fail.

▪ This deadlocks on a Type 1 machine once the first HART enters a critical section.

▪ The second HART will execute the LR, get the line modified, open a protection window, see 

the “locked” value, and loop back to the LR(*) which will renew the protection window. The 

protection window at the second HART will never drop and the first HART will never get the 

line back to do the store to release the lock. DEADLOCK. 

*(yes, spinning on the LR is dumb code, but not illegal code, and it certainly shouldn’t deadlock, even if it’s dumb).
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Type 1A: Fixing Type 1.
▪ To avoid the deadlock, some mechanism has to release the protection window to avoid the 

deadlock. To fix this, we create a “Type 1A” machine (this is mostly due to Andrew 

Waterman and we skip over some of the more tedious details). 

▪ In a Type 1A machine, while the protection window is active, if a storage operation other 

than an SC (in this case a second LR after the first LR saw “locked”) executes, the LR/SC 

sequence is non-conforming and the protection window drops.  

▪ When the protection window drops any pended snoop/probe from another HART has to be 

satisfied before the subsequent storage operation executes on the HART. The cacheline will 

get taken away from this HART once a pended snoop/probe is present and the deadlock is 

broken.

▪ Unfortunately this isn’t quite this simple for Out of Order (OoO) processors.
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Type 1B: Fixing Type 1A for OoO processing.

▪ If we now assume OoO processing and drop the protection window on any non-SC storage 

op that is executed while the protection window is active, the processor can sabotage itself.

▪ For example, assume a Load instruction is after a conforming LR/SC sequence and the 

OoO engine chooses to execute the Load after the LR but before the SC. That will confuse 

the current Type 1A protection mechanism. Something has to be done to prevent this.

▪ We don’t offer a solution here (Andrew can’t discuss his solution to this problem). One could 

guess that you might solve this by making speculation stop around LR/SC pairs? Some sort 

of rollback? Ideas abound. Whatever one does, it adds complexity. Also, if LR’s themselves 

are speculatively executed, tracking which line(s) to hold protection for can get complex. In 

general, this can get a lot harder to do in an OoO core. 
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A theme: OoO and multithreading are hard.

▪ The notion that the protection interval scheme is plausible in an in-order core, but gets 

potentially a lot more subtle in an OoO core, is going to be a recurring theme here. 

▪ That which is implementable and plausible in an simple, in-order core can quickly become 

burdensome to outright unsustainable in an OoO core.

▪ This is to say nothing of the complexity that happens if your core is OoO and multithreaded. 

In the multithreaded core case, things can very quickly become untenable.

▪ RISC-V, in general, doesn’t have these problems yet, but one should be careful about 

requiring things in the architecture (LR/SC forward progress) now that could be really hard 2 

to 5 to 10 years from now.
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First issue: length of protection interval.
▪ We’ll start to enumerate the various issues associated with providing the “guarantee” with 

this one: 

▪ ISSUE 1: Figuring out how long to hold the protection interval. 

▪ While it may be manageable to figure out how many cycles it will take to execute the “16 

instructions” for a conforming LR/SC pair in a simple in-order core, it’s much harder in an 

OoO core. Throw in a multi-threaded core where you’re competing with other unrelated 

HARTs for shared resources and it may not be tractable (the other threads may consume all 

of a shared resource and block your thread, for example).

▪ Suggestion: if one is going to try this (or be forced by the architecture to try this), add 4 to 8 

bits to the counter you think is big enough and make it programmable. You’ll need the bits.
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Second issue:  handling non-conforming LR/SC.

▪ ISSUE 2: Complexity of managing the protection window for non-conforming LR/SC

sequences.

▪ As described above, in an in-order core the HART can just drop the protection window at 

the first sign of a non-conforming sequence because program order equals execution order 

and the HART knows exactly where it is in the LR/SC sequence. That’s logic gates and 

work, but it’s plausible to build.

▪ With an OoO core and possible speculative execution of LRs themselves, this becomes 

much more complex. To cope, the design may have to limit speculation near LR/SC pairs 

which is itself a complex proposition to build and verify.  
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Coherence protocol issues.

▪ We now consider a series of issues related to how the coherence protocols interact with 

cores that try to provide the RISC-V “guarantee”.

▪ After these issues we will consider issues around trying to provide the non-blocking path 

from the LR to the SC once the LR has executed and we know we should try to hold the 

line.
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Third issue: be sure before you do an LR. 
▪ ISSUE 3: Don’t do an LR unless you’re sure or as sure as you can be about doing the SC. 

▪ RISC-V designs that try to meet the “guarantee” will behave quite badly if the software 

continually does an LR without following it up with an SC. At a minimum, the architecture 

manual needs to explicitly call this out if the “guarantee” remains.

▪ In general, if the SC is in any way conditional on the LR’s value (e.g. lock acquisition/CAS 

primitives), a normal load should first “sniff” the value before committing to the LR. If not, the 

line and the modified state will constantly be passed around the system clogging the 

interconnect and wasting power among other issues (that we skip numbering here). 

▪ For atomic updates (or anything else) where the code will always attempt the SC no matter 

what the LR returns, no “sniff” load is necessary. 
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Fourth issue: Still leaks even with sniff load. 
▪ ISSUE 4: Even with a “sniff” load, conditional LR/SC sequences move the Modified line. 

▪ Even if a “sniffing” load is put in front of a lock acquisitions and CAS, you’re still going to get 

cases where the sniff load on multiple HARTs see the value that allow them to proceed to 

the LR. These multiple HARTS (hopefully the first one passes the LR/SC pair) will bounce 

the cache line around the system in a modified state wasting power and interconnect 

bandwidth until the sniffing loads start to see the value that prevents the LR again. 

▪ Ironically, if RISC-V is going to stick with its guarantee, it would be better for software to 

always do the SC and simply write the value read at the LR back to memory. You have the 

line modified and you’re not giving it up anyways – might as well do something with it. That 

would at least close out the protection window cleanly and quickly before the line is handed 

off to the next LR or sniffing load.

▪ Sniffing loads aren’t a solution… they’re at best a band-aid, but better than nothing.
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Fifth issue: Slower lock releases. 
▪ ISSUE 5: Slower lock releases in some implementations.

▪ Demanding write authority on an LR can pull the write authority away from the HART that 

ultimately won the lock (a later HART that loses sees unlocked on a sniff load, the lock is 

set by an earlier winning HART, the losing HART proceeds to the LR, and that LR pulls the 

line away from the HART that won the lock).

▪ In some coherence protocols (not the one in any of the Type X machines shown here), write 

authority handoff is controlled at the cache that has the write-authority copy of the line. 

Removing write authority from the HART that acquired the lock can significantly slow down 

the store to release the lock at the end of the critical section. The HART owning the lock has 

to re-acquire write authority before being able to release the lock rather than immediately 

proceeding to kill the other losing HARTs shared copies. This is especially pronounced with 

short critical sections.
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Instruction execution issues.

▪ We now consider a series of instruction execution issues related to trying to meet condition 

2 which ensures a non-blocking path from the LR (once it’s executed) to the successful 

execution of the SC.

▪ What could possibly go wrong? ☺

▪ As it turns out… several things……. We’ll go through a number of things that can sabotage 

guaranteeing forward progress for even a conforming LR/SC pair.
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Sixth issue: Take an interrupt.
▪ ISSUE 6: Take an interrupt between the LR and the SC.

▪ An interrupt that occurs between the LR and the SC essentially dooms the sequence. There 

will be some load or store in that interrupt handler that makes the sequence non-

conforming, the protection interval will expire, the handler clears the rsv, or something. 

▪ The only air-tight solution is to block interrupts during the protection window. This, of course, 

comes with its own set of baggage and problems. 

▪ The architects try to sidestep this by implying the system has to somehow conspire to avoid 

interrupts arriving often enough to doom forward progress. How, pray tell? It may be hard to 

get the interrupts and the LR/SC pairs in a harmonic where the interrupt/interrupt handlers 

constantly interfere with a HART’s LR/SC sequence, but it’s not impossible. The bug will just 

be harder to find and harder to fix.
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Seventh issue: Lose the data cacheline.
▪ ISSUE 7: The cache line for the LR/SC pair can be evicted – no fixed time to the SC then.

▪ This won’t usually happen in an in-order core, but even there, an aggressive set of 

prefetching hardware could conceptually roll the set containing the LR/SC cache line. If 

instructions and data share caches, even instruction fetching can roll the set. An OoO core 

can get into problems just speculatively executing younger loads.

▪ The situation gets significantly worse in a multi-threaded core. At that point it’s much easier 

to imagine, say, three unrelated threads in an SMT4 core beating up on the cache set 

holding the LR/SC cacheline of a fourth thread.

▪ To solve this, all the sources of line eviction have to be identified and either be held off (can 

be hard to do without a deadlock, especially in an SMT core) or proven not to be able 

overwhelm any set… no matter how many LR/SCs and other ops are in flight to that set.
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Eighth issue: Lose the instructions.
▪ ISSUE 8: Lose the instruction cache image before the LR/SC sequence completes.

▪ The I-cache image of the 16 instructions in a conforming LR/SC sequence can be lost 

before that sequence completes. Especially problematic since, currently, the 16 instructions 

have no alignment requirement and can span two cache lines and different pages. Ouch.

▪ No coherence protocol we know of allows you to hold on to two cachelines at the same time 

without deadlocking. One HART grabs one of the lines, another HART the other and you 

deadlock.

▪ The only known air-tight solution to this problem is to fetch all 16 instructions (possibly 

across two cache lines) into a post I-cache instruction play buffer that the HART then 

executes from. That’s a non-trivial bit of logic. You also have to make that buffer work 

correctly with whatever instruction shootdown mechanism RISC-V settles on.
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Ninth issue: Lose the translation.
▪ ISSUE 9: Lose the D-side translation to the location being updated by the LR/SC.

▪ The translation to the location being modified by the LR/SC pair may be lost after the LR 

and before the SC. Like interrupts, the architecture tries to hand wave this away.

▪ Less likely to happen in a single-thread, in-order core, but becomes a much harder situation 

to avoid in a multi-threaded core. 

▪ The air tight solution we have for this is to record the effective address and real address of 

the LR to the side, per thread, and use this to check/translate the SC when the HART 

reaches it. Capacity TLB evictions wouldn’t affect the side buffer. However, this side 

“pseudo TLB” entry would have to be managed correctly by whatever translate shoot down 

mechanism RISC-V employs and the shoot down would have to be held off while the LR/SC 

sequence finishes or times out – all of this is subtle logic in delicate parts of the machine. 
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Tenth issue: SMT core jams.
▪ ISSUE 10: SMT core internally deadlocks or overruns a shared resource.

▪ In the limit, an SMT core may have to concurrently execute a conforming LR/SC sequence 

on each thread at the same time, possibly to different addresses, possibly to the same 

address, or possibly to some combination thereof.

▪ So, as an example, the protection window that prevents HARTs on other cores from taking 

a protected LR/SC line away via probes would also have to block execution of an SMT 

HART on the same core that was trying to pull the line away. Is that deadlock free? 

▪ In general, the question on an SMT core is whether it is possible, in all circumstances, to 

provide the non-blocking path from LR to SC on all threads concurrently without overrunning 

a shared resource or deadlocking. This is terribly design specific question and requires a 

good deal of analysis to ensure it (if that’s even possible) for a SMT core. 
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Elventh issue: Complex vertical cache hierarchies.
▪ ISSUE 11: Implementation complexity with more complex cache hierarchies.

▪ Everything said so far has assumed a write-back L1 cache where LR/SC’s are resolved 

near the execution core. This simplifies the control logic and communication required to 

implement several of these policies. 

▪ If however, the L1 cache is write through and the L2 cache (possibly shared among SMT 

cores) is write-back and is where coherence is managed (and therefore where LR/SCs are 

resolved and where lines would have to be “protected” from other HARTs), the execution of 

instructions and the protection of caches lines are now in two separate units with a multi-

cycle delay/interface between them making these policies much harder to implement.

▪ Also, the added delay and the interaction of shared pipes across threads (store queues in 

particular) in the core-to-L2 interface in such a machine make the analysis of how long the 

protection interval needs to be much harder.
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Twelfth/Thirteenth issue: who knows?

▪ ISSUE 12/13/… : To be found (possibly painfully) by your design team.

▪ We don’t know what the 12th issue will be yet… or the 13th… 

▪ But, we are fairly certain there will be something we haven’t thought of here that will occur in 

your design.
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Summary of the current state. 

▪ Providing the RISC-V “guarantee” is not free, or even easy. 

▪ It will only get harder (likely much harder) as RISC-V moves from simple in-order cores up 

to OoO, multi-threaded cores and to more complex vertical cache hierarchies. Some of the 

requirements are likely untenable for multithreaded, OoO cores in large systems.

▪ There is currently no viable way to prove you satisfied the guarantee. Be careful promising 

things you can’t tell if you delivered. 

▪ Finally, at this point, all of this work is for something we don’t know we need. We don’t have 

a single example of software that legitimately requires the RISC-V forward progress 

“guarantee”. 
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Part III : What now? 
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Where to go from here...

▪ As a starting point, we’ll go back to a Type 0 machine (because it doesn’t grab write 

authority on the LR, which is most of the problem here). A Type 0 has a coherence protocol 

that processes operations one at a time in some order at a coherence point (usually the 

memory controller), can NOT retry operations, and gets “shared” read access on LR’s. 

▪ There are two main LR/SC forward progress “problems” with a Type 0 machine:

– False sharing fratricide: Nearby unrelated updates to storage within the cache line (false 

sharing) can prevent any LR/SC pair from succeeding by sabotaging all LRs before their 

paired SC can execute.

– Not fair across HARTs: When only LR/SC pairs to a single location compete in a cache 

line, some HART among the competing HARTs will “win” (the first one to do an SC), but 

that does not guarantee that all HARTs will eventually win. A single HART could (though 

this is unlikely) win all the time.
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Type 0 first problem: false sharing fratricide.
▪ False sharing fratricide is definitely a problem. One we believe software should be ultimately 

responsible for fixing (if necessary).

▪ The architecture would have to specify the existence of a “reservation granule size” (size 

can vary between implementations) that specifies how large a region of memory is tracked 

for an LR. Then, in the limit, the high-contention LR/SC datawords could be dynamically 

allocated a granule sized chunk of memory that no other storage update touches.

▪ Ultimately, software has far more ability to control and regulate false sharing contention 

than hardware. It also recompiles much faster than hardware and at a lower cost. It is 

unwise to give hardware a “blank check” on false-sharing contention. Software can and 

should play a powerful role in aiding forward progress by controlling false sharing.

▪ The other major LR/SC architectures define a “reservation granule size” to allow software to 

“get out of its own way” by removing false sharing contention.  
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First problem: false sharing fratricide, cont’d.
▪ Also, even if the RISC-V “guarantee” is kept as architecture, the minute there is a real 

problem with an important implementation, you’re going to be back to software hacks and 

workarounds that will hinge on reducing contention in the granule. It’s better to fess up to a 

“granule size” early and cleanly, rather than later in an ad-hoc way, under duress.

▪ As a related aside, another part of forward progress is simply reducing the amount of LR/SC 

contention overall. Generally, performance is going to be miserable if you have 1024 

threads thrashing at a single spinlock word…. even if it’s “guaranteed” to make forward 

progress. Software has to move to something more complex (ticket locks, cohort locks, etc) 

at really high levels of contention. In practice, you’ll tend to hit unacceptable performance 

problems before you hit problems where the machine doesn’t make enough progress. 

▪ The bottom line is software has a legitimate and significant role to play in reducing false 

sharing fratricide and overall contention and the architecture specifying a “reservation 

granule size” is a key enabler for this.
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Type 0 second problem: not fair across HARTs.

▪ We don’t consider the fact that the base Type 0 machine isn’t guaranteed to be fair across 

all threads to be a problem. Someone will have to show that it actually is a problem. 

▪ As long as some thread makes progress, in the limit, that should be enough. We do not yet 

have a single example for why being fair across HARTs is necessary. None of the other 

major LR/SC architectures provide this “across all HARTs” guarantee and they’ve worked 

for a lot longer and in harsher circumstances than RISC-V.
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Type 0 behavior: atomic updates.
▪ Assume a Type 0 machine with heavy contention on a series of atomic updates (e.g. fetch 

and increment) with no false sharing (software is responsible for limiting or removing false 

sharing if it’s necessary). 

▪ Some number of HARTs will execute their LRs and establish shared copies in multiple 

caches. The first HART to get an SC to the coherence point, win and then will obliterate the 

shared copies of the line in the “losing” HARTs and update the line. The process repeats. 

▪ This works. The losing shared copies are, in some sense, wasted effort and performance, 

but they don’t impede forward progress. 

▪ Note: Type 0 machines have no windows where access to the cache line must be blocked,  

in which interrupts cannot occur, nor do Type 0 machine have to specially cache 

instructions, nor do they have any of the other complexity of a Type 1x machine. 
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Type 0 behavior: lock acquisition.
▪ Assume a Type 0 machine with heavy contention on a series of lock acquisitions (e.g. test 

and set) with no false sharing. 

▪ Some number of HARTs will execute their LRs and/or sniffing loads and establish shared 

copies in multiple caches. The first HART to get an SC to the coherence point, win and will 

obliterate the shared copies of the line in the “losing” HARTs. The losing HARTs will re-read 

the line and see the variable locked and spin on normal reads or LRs to the shared lines in 

their own caches until the store to release the lock occurs at which point the process 

repeats.

▪ Again the “shared” copies the first successful SC has to kill are, in some sense, wasted 

effort, but they do not harm forward progress. Some HART entered the critical section. The 

shared copies once we’re in the critical section are not wasted effort; the other threads have 

to poll in their local caches until the lock is released. 
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Type 0A: “eliminating” the losing HART copies.
▪ We offer here some ideas for enhancements to the basic Type 0 machine (we’ll call these 

Type 0A) to improve its behavior. We don’t have space here for full details, so these are 

rough outlines at best. 

▪ One can largely eliminate the wasted shared copies with a slight enhancement to the 

coherence protocol: when an LR is sourced from a cache in an modified or exclusive state, 

have the sourcing cache provide the line to the requester in a modified or exclusive state. 

▪ When a HART gets a line in a modified or exclusive state in response to an LR, it opens a 

short protection window to allow the SC paired with the LR a good chance to complete (this 

re-introduces some of the problems discussed above for Type 1x, but since we aren’t 

making a guarantee here, a Type 0A machine can always give up on the window). In this 

manner, an atomic update passes the line to the next atomic update and so on. No stray 

shared copies.
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Type 0A: “eliminating” the losing HART copies.
▪ Unfortunately things aren’t quite as simple for critical sections.

▪ For critical sections, once some HART wins, ideally, the write authority would remain with 

the cache hierarchy for that HART, even in the face of the polling sniffing-loads or polling 

LRs from losing HARTs. If not, the store to release the lock will run more slowly.

▪ To facilitate this, one can add a cache state (call it Mc) that says the line was written by a 

successful SC that was obtaining a lock (this requires some way to determine if the SC is 

for an atomic update or for a critical section lock. That can be encoded in the LR or SC 

instruction – Power places this in a so-called “EH hint” bit on the LR equivalent instruction: 

LARX). If the SC was for an atomic update, the line is put in the normal “Modified” (M) state.

▪ When a load or LR is sourced from an Mc line, the requestor is handed a shared copy and 

the sourcing cache remains in an “Owned” state to retain write-authority. 
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Type 0A machines in general.

▪ Obviously none of the Type 0A enhancements are required and that is not a complete list. A 

straight-up, simple Type 0 machine does work.

▪ The point of discussing Type 0A here is to bring out the fact that there a number of possible 

implementations that will have good (but not absolutely guaranteed) forward progress 

behavior with some work.

▪ Generally these mechanisms are simpler to implement and degrade more gracefully (e.g. 

you can simply abandon them in the rare cases holding on to them gets too “hard”) than the 

Type 1A mechanisms since these mechanisms are not a guarantee, just a best-effort help. 

Several of the more difficult Type 1A mechanisms you can just skip altogether. 
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Type 0A machines in general, cont’d.

▪ Some things to consider when designing a more effective Type 0a machine: 

– Encode information in cache states to determine if modified write authority should be 

handed to a next LR or not (typically not if we’re in a critical section).

– Use short protection windows in the right places (i.e. the first “LR” that should succeed).

– Identify the LR/SC pair in the instructions as being used for critical sections or atomic 

updates (the protocol behaviors needed are different for the two cases and hardware 

can adjust to good effect if it knows what case it’s dealing with for the given LR/SC).

– Provide bus operations to distinguish LR and SC from normal loads and stores.

▪ That list isn’t exhaustive. 
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Your mileage will vary – a lot. 

▪ The concepts discussed here are just an introduction. How these techniques play out, if 

they can be used at all, can vary wildly based on the details of the core design, the 

coherence protocols, and the system implementation. 

▪ The general idea is to “pass” the line from one successful LR/SC pair to the next pair 

“chosen” to succeed it and to provide protections to the succeeding LR/SC pair that allow it 

to have a better chance at succeeding. Generally this requires that modified access to the 

line is provided to the successor LR/SC pair. 
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Part IV : Mapping to Architecture. 
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An example architectural “guarantee”: Power
▪ We next look at Power’s “guarantee” for LR/SC (called lwarx/stwcx or larx/stcx in Power) for 

the following reasons: 

– It’s likely the “weakest” of the “guarantees” for LR/SC out there. 

– It has stood the test of time (it’s been essentially unchanged for 25+ years).

– It has supported extremely large and scalable IBM Power systems, so it also scales to 

large systems, while also having worked for many smaller Freescale controllers.

– ARM’s guarantee is quite complex in its wording and that needlessly complicates the 

conversation for our purposes here. ARM’s “guarantee” should be considered as well 

when deciding what RISC-V should do, we’re just not doing it here in any depth.

▪ We are NOT pushing for RISC-V to adopt Power’s “guarantee”. 

▪
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The first paragraph(*):

Forward progress in loops that use lwarx and stwcx.

is achieved by a cooperative effort among hardware,

system software, and application software.
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▪ No truer words were ever spoken about LR/SC. Heed them. 

▪ Forward progress for LR/SC really should be a cooperative effort between hardware, 

systems software, and application software. Each constituency has its role to play here and 

should.  

* Section 1.7.4.2, Book II, Power ISA V3.0B public (pg. 820).

Downloadable at: https://openpowerfoundation.org/?resource_lib=power-isa-version-3-0

https://openpowerfoundation.org/?resource_lib=power-isa-version-3-0


The entire “guarantee” in three bullet points:
The architecture guarantees that when a processor executes a lwarx to obtain a reservation for 

location X and then a stwcx. to store a value to location X, either

1. the stwcx. succeeds and the value is written to location X, or

2. the stwcx. fails because some other processor or mechanism modified location X, or

3. the stwcx. fails because the processor’s reservation was lost for some other reason.
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▪ That’s it. That’s all Power promises. The SC succeeds (yeah), the SC fails because the 

exact location was overwritten between the LR and SC (boo), or the SC fails for some other 

reason necessary for the machine to continue to work (huh?). 

▪ Not much of a guarantee, but it does have the nice property of not promising more than can 

reasonably be delivered by hardware. Basically, the location got updated or the machine

had to give up to keep itself going correctly. The next page gives more details. 



The next paragraph: some explanation.

In Cases 1 and 2, the system as a whole makes progress in the sense that some processor 

successfully modifies location X. Case 3 covers reservation loss required for correct operation of 

the rest of the system. This includes cancellation caused by some other processor or 

mechanism writing elsewhere in the reservation granule, cancellation caused by the operating 

system in managing certain limited resources such as real storage, and cancellation caused by 

any of the other effects listed in see Section 1.7.4.1.
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▪ Notice in case 1 and 2 it’s counted as progress if some HART overwrites the exact 

locations. And for the location being touched by the LR/SC, progress is being made.

▪ Case 3 is the interesting one. That’s where all the other reasons the reservation can get 

killed show up. An example: stores by another HART that don’t directly overwrite the LR/SC 

locations, but are close enough (within the cache line) that the system can’t tell if the LR/SC 

locations were overwritten. In that case, for the machine to operate properly, we have to 

abandon the reservation. 

▪ A complete list of 1.7.4.1 reasons are reproduced at the end of this presentation. 



The final architecture paragraph:

An implementation may make a forward progress guarantee, defining the conditions under 

which the system as a whole makes progress. Such a guarantee must specify the possible 

causes of reservation loss in Case 3. While the architecture alone cannot provide such a 

guarantee, the characteristics listed in Cases 1 and 2 are necessary conditions for any forward 

progress guarantee. An implementation and operating system can build on them to provide such 

a guarantee.
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▪ This isn’t too useful for our purposes here. Yes, you can obviously go beyond the 

architecture’s words to specify something more stringent, but we know of no system that 

ever did in the 25+ years that paragraph has been around.  

▪ After this paragraph, Power has two “notes” which are annotations describing 

consequences of the architecture. See book II for these, but it is interesting to note that one 

of the notes specifically calls out how the virtualization can interact with LR/SC and can kill a 

reservation at any time. The other note explicitly states that two or more threads can 

indefinitely lock out a third trying to execute an LR/SC pair. 



Differing “guarantees”

▪ If we consider the various guarantees, on one extreme we have RISC-V’s stringent, across

all threads guarantee that places the total burden on hardware.

▪ At the other extreme is Power’s much looser “guarantee” which promises very little and 

expects hardware and software to play their respective roles to ensure progress. 

▪ ARM, we suspect, comes somewhere between the two, but much closer to Power than to 

RISC-V. ARM seems to have a more complex and legalistic definition of the cases under 

which some progress is made, but does try to say that some LR/SC pair on some thread 

(under a mess of conditions and caveats) will pass.
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What should RISC-V do?
▪ We don’t offer an exact set of wording for a RISC-V LR/SC guarantee. That should be the 

product of long discussions of all the stakeholders. That being said, as a starting point for 

discussion, we think any credible RISC-V LR/SC “guarantee” should look to satisfy at least 

these principles:

– Keep the current limitations (or a very similar set) on the LR/SC sequence size and 

content. These restrictions certainly aid in implementing forward progress mechanisms. 

There are algorithms that want to put more between the LR/SC than permitted here (see 

appendix B.3, pg. 917, PowerISA book II), but it seems a reasonable tradeoff to not 

promise those algorithms forward progress (though well crafted implementations will 

typically do so in practice, especially once false contention is removed as it should be). 

– Define an architectural notion of a reservation granule size so that software can “get out 

of it’s own way” by removing needless false write contention inside the granule for 

critical LR/SC data elements (this is obviously not required for all LR/SC pairs).
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What should RISC-V do?, cont’d. 
– Any forward progress guarantee should require software to remove false contention 

including the case of separate LR/SC locations in the same reservation granule (leaving 

more than one LR/SC location in a granule ups pressure on that granule and will 

interfere with any attempts to distinguish atomic update and lock acquisition LR/SCs).

– There should be no attempt to guarantee progress across HARTs. At most “some” 

HART will succeed. 

– Be careful guaranteeing things. It’s more realistic to say that, under the conditions where 

the LR/SC sequence are shaped properly and false contention is removed, some 

HART’s LR/SC will, with high probability, succeed. Anything beyond that is a hard 

guarantee and you’re back to the problem of just how do you prove it? Be careful 

promising something you can’t prove. We expect this to be controversial. 

– Nothing we’re suggesting breaks any existing RISC-V implementation which are strictly 

stronger than where the guarantee should land in the end. 
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We look forward to a lively debate. 

Thank you for your attention. 

We look forward to a lively debate. 
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▪ The End.
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▪ Backup Material
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Section 1.7.4.1 reservation loss reasons.
A processor has at most one reservation at any time. A 

reservation is established by executing a lbarx, lharx, lwarx, ldarx, 

or lqarx instruction, as described in item 1 below, and is lost or 

may be lost, depending on the item, if any of the following occur. 

Items 1-9 apply only if the relevant access is performed. (For 

example, an access that would ordinarily be caused by an 

instruction might not be performed if the instruction causes the 

system error handler to be invoked.) 

1. The processor holding the reservation executes another 

lbarx, lharx, lwarx, or ldarx: this clears the first reservation 

and establishes a new one.

2. The processor holding the reservation executes any stbcx., 

sthcx., stwcx., stdcx., or stqcx., regardless of whether the 

specified address matches the address specified by the 

lbarx, lharx, lwarx, ldarx, or lqarx that established the 

reservation, and regardless of whether the storage operand 

lengths of the two instructions are the same. 

3. The processor holding the reservation executes an AMO 

that updates the same reservation granule: whether the 

reservation is lost is undefined. 

4. Any of the following occurs on the processor holding the 

reservation. 

a) The transaction state changes (from Non-transactional, 

Transactional, or Suspended state to one of the other two 

states; see Section 5.2, “Transactional Memory Facility 

States”), except in the following cases 

If the change is from Transactional state to Suspended 

state, the reservation is not lost. 

If the change is from Suspended state to Transactional 

state, the reservation is not lost if it was established in 

Transactional state. 
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If the change is caused by a treclaim. or trechkpt. 

instruction, whether the reservation is lost is undefined.

b) The transaction nesting depth (see Section 5.4, 

“Transactional Memory Facility Registers”) changes; 

whether the reservation is lost is undefined. (This item 

applies only if the processor is in Transactional state both 

before and after the change.) c. The processor is in 

Suspended state and executes a Store Conditional 

instruction (stbcx., sthcx., stwcx., stdcx., or stqcx.) or a 

waitrsv instruction; the reservation is lost if it was 

established in Transactional state. In this case the Store 

Conditional instruction’s store is not performed, and the 

waitrsv does not wait. (For Store Conditional, the 

reservation is also lost if it was established in Suspended 

state; see item 2.)

5. Some other processor executes a Store or dcbz that 

specifies a location in the same reservation granule. 

6. Some other processor executes a dcbtst, or dcbt that 

specifies a location in the same reservation granule: whether 

the reservation is lost is undefined. (For a dcbtst instruction 

that specifies a data stream, "location" in the preceding 

sentence includes all locations in the data stream.) 

7. Any processor modifies a Reference or Change bit (see 

Book III in the same reservation granule: whether the 

reservation is lost is undefined.

8. Some mechanism other than a processor modifies a storage 

location in the same reservation granule. 



Section 1.7.4.1 reservation loss reasons, cont’d.
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9. An interrupt (see Book III) occurs on the processor holding 

the reservation: the interrupt itself does not clear the 

reservation, but system software invoked by the interrupt 

may clear the reservation. 

10. Implementation-specific characteristics of the coherence 

mechanism cause the reservation to be lost.


